
Ability Empowerment Day Welcome Page Video

Hi, everyone. Welcome to the ability empowerment day page here on feed loop. My name is Ashley.
I am your events coordinator, and I'm going to be going over some of the features that we have on
this page to help you get the most out of your experience over the next two days.
Um, to start, I will ask that you check your emails, that you have, hopefully there will be a, a
transcript and a checklist that will be included alongside this video that will help you get the most out
of your experience.
So you can read along in case if you miss anything and as well as go through the checklist. So you
can check off each item, um, that I go over.
So then you make sure that you haven't missed anything. Um, this video will also be playing on the
front of the page throughout the whole entire event.
So anytime they need to go back and think, I think I missed something, come back here. And
hopefully this will answer your questions, um, to get started.
I will go over the accessibility features, which is on the type top right hand corner of this page. So it's
a little person in between the notification, bell and attendees online.
Um, it's this one right here and it drops into a huge accessibility adjustments menu. I won't go over
all of the features, but there are quite a few to choose from.
I recommend you look through them and see which ones will help you get the most optimal
experience, um, while you're here at the event and feel free to just try different one out.
We obviously have quite a few options here. Um, so that's the first step is looking through those and
picking a few that you like, and you feel that you will use throughout the day.
The second thing I will go over is going to be setting up your account. So in the top corner you can
see up here is my name, Ashley Giroux and my little profile pictures.
Then you also know what I look like in case you forget, because I like to remind people. Um, and I
would like you to also set up your own account so that I can see, and hopefully learn a little bit more
about you and who you are coming to this event.
So, um, in the left hand side, that is where all this information is on the red bar. And it's the fourth
item down, which says at count.
So you'll click on that and it'll have a whole bunch of information for you to use, to set up your profile
such as your organization, which is your school.
So I'd recommend putting in your school. I put in mine. Um, you can put for your title as student or
your grade, if you'd like I myself put in my job title.
So then I don't get confused as a student. So you can reach out to me with any questions and then
also about me and even your pronouns, if you would like, um, that's really fun feature that we have
as well.
Lastly, I would recommend that you put in a profile picture. It doesn't have to be of yourself. If
anything, actually, I'd love to see a picture of your pet or something that makes you happy or a place
that makes you happy and just put in sure that you feel would be great to start a conversation with
eventually, if anyone wanted to reach out to you, which if you don't have anyone to reach out to, I will
reach out to you and say, hello.
I like your picture. So, uh, finally I will show you, um, two other features that are really important on
the left hand side, there is this little tab that says sessions.
You'll click on that and that'll take you to the actual events that are happening today. So for example,
the first one that you're in, which is opening ceremonies, that'll open up the live video that is
happening right in that moment.



Um, and anything else is not happening right in that moment will show up below it. Um, I will say that
every single one of you obviously signed up for something different for a different event.
So I would go through and press on this little top left button on each event that you have signed up
for and just press ad.
I did that for the ones that I am going to specifically as well as the big ones, which are the panel
presentation, opening ceremonies for day two, the information fair, which I'll add right now.
And it turns into a check mark. And then as you have added things, then you can go to this
dropdown filter menu, right above everything and click on your personal schedule and that'll show
your personal events.
And, and then you can also click on live now and nothing will come up right in this moment, because
of course, I'm showing you on a day that there are no events that are going on, but if you were to go
on today or tomorrow, you will see that there are quite a few events that are going to be going on
right in that moment.
And it also has the dates for the ones too, that you're looking for. So if you're looking for a specific
event, the last thing that I will show you is in the lobby, which is right above the sessions tab.
And that will be the chat box. So in this button that you first see, it's the chat specifically, which are
just the big chats.
And then there are also going to be options to have individual chats. So the first one that you see
here is Ashley Giroux, which is myself.
So you can chat with me if you have any questions or there will be another name, Allison Rothwell,
who I recommend you also reach out to, if you have any questions for anything going on today, I
hope that this has been helpful.
And if you have any other questions, please reach out to us or re-watch this video and use your
checklist. So you get the most out of today, have fun.
I'll see you soon!


